DOGS
It is better to
leave your pet at
home...

Tips and introduction to
discover the wild world.
Winter

Make your path
also means that ...
It is a real responsability:
others will follow and will
go even further...

SILENCE

Appreciate Nature
as it is and listen to
what it has to
offer... Get stuck in time

Enjoy riding down
but without
perturbing the
flora and fauna

accentuates the wildness of the
mountains and sometimes puts aside the
humankind. Winter is harsh on the wild life
please do not touch and damage
and they have any other choix but to cop with
the plantlets.
the lack of provisions. Despite their many attempts
to fight the cold, the wind and the snow many die
during this ruthless season. Even the strongest live
BINOCULARS
and survive on what they amassed during summer
To observe from a
wherethey can loosemore than a third of their
distance without
weight. Winter is a collosal actor of the natural
disturbing
selection. Hence, humans are visitors on a fragile
anyone
environment. Disturbing the wild life can have a
Using binoculars
snowball efect and could create a massive impact is a perfect way to not interrupt the wild
animals and at the same time having the
on their survival. Even more than during the
chance to observe them in their natural
habitat without being seen.
rest of the year, we need to respect their
peace and observe them from
a distance.

... because, even when well educated, it
represents a real danger for the wild animals.
They can get worried only with a simple bark or
with its smell. It is specially for this reason that
the National Parks prohibit the access to dogs
even on a leash.

SNOWSHOES

SKI

with the feeling that everything
has stoped... Winter is quiet and timeless.

